S T E L L I N G E N
1. Door het niet in acht nemen van het woord-accent en het
gebruik van een niet geheel consistente terminologie
maakt Van der Stap's beschrijving van de morfologische
structuur van de Dani-taal, deze nog ingewikkelder dan
in feite reeds het geval is.
N.a.v.: P.A.M, van der Stap, Outline of Dani morphology, The Hague 1966.
2_. Broekhui jse • s vertaling van brokstukken Dani-taal is in
zoverre inadequaat, dat daaruit niet blijkt dat rekening
gehouden wordt met verschillen in morfologische categorieën tussen het Nederlands en het Dani.
N.a.v.: J.Th. Broekhuijse, De Wiligiman-Dani, Tilburg 1967
_3_. Het is in morfologische studies vaak niet nodig de lexicale
betekenissen van ter illustratie aangehaalde woorden of
woordgroepen uitvoerig te vermelden.
4_. Het levert bij de historische ordening van morfologische
categorieën, die zowel in het Yali als in het Dani bestaan
en dezelfde semantische kenmerken hebben, maar formeel
onderscheiden zijn door een ongelijke mate van complexiteit, een consequenter beeld op, wanneer men veronderstelt
dat de meer gelede vormen een ouder stadium van de ontwikkeling van beide talen vertegenwoordigen, dan wanneer men
het tegenovergestelde veronderstelt.
5. Als het werk van Swadesh het waard is gedrukt te worden,
is dat van Trombetti het waard herlezen te worden.
M, Swadesh, The origin and diversification of language.
London 1972.
A. Trombetti, L'unita d'origine del' linguaggio, Bologna 1905
6^ Uitsluiting van het "tertium non daretur" levert geen belangrijke bijdrage aan de taalwetenschap op.
N.a.v.: M.C.v.d. Toorn,_ Methodologie en taalwetenschap,
Utrecht 1978, pag. 217 en volg.
7. Het is niet wenselijk over dierlijke communicatie antropo~~ morfistSch te spreken; evenmin als het dat is om over menselijke taal theriomorfistisch te handelen.
N.a.v.: F.G. Droste, Bij wijze van spreken, Baarn 1977,
pag. 24 en volgende.
8_. Het verdient aanbeveling de term evolutie in de culturele
antropologie te vervangen door een andere, b.v. ontwikkeling, om te voorkomen dat de aan deze term verbonden en
bestreden voorwetenschappelijke denkinhouden ook in het
antropologisch onderzoek onnodige verwarring zouden veroorzaken .
N.a.v.: H. Claessen en P. Kloos, Evolutie en evolutionisme,
Baarn 1978.

9_. De volgende definitie van religie is voor cultureelantropologisch en ander sociaal-wetenschappelijk onderzoek zeer bruikbaar: Religie is de totaliteit van voorstellingen en handelingen die betrekking hebben op de
als fundamenteel beleefde werkelijkheid.
N.a.v.: P.J. Versteeg, e.a. Gij die eertijds waart...
Utrecht 1978, pag. 260
10. De omstandigheid dat oudere en jonge Yali's d.m.v. het
gebruik van een in sterke mate fonemische spelling in korte tijd en met genoegen hun eigen taal leerden schrijven
en dat Nederlanders d.m.v. een verre van fonemische spelling in lange tijd, of soms nooit en vaak met ongenoegen
over hun gestrafte consequentie, hun eigen taal leren
schrijven, houdt een pleidooi in voor een zoveel mogelijk
op fonologische gegevens gebaseerde spelling van het
A(lgemeen) N(ederlands).
11. Het liegen als vorm van taalgebruik is in het algemeen
een taalwetenschappelijk onvoldoende bestudeerd fenomeen.
12. Supervisie als leermethode in het sociaal-pedagogisch
onderwijs behoeft nadere sociaal-wetenschappelijke fundering.
13. Het is binnen het welzijnswerk mogelijk om methoden en
technieken, ontwikkeld op basis van een bepaalde levensbeschouwelijke gedachtengang, te gebruiken zonder daarmee ook de achterliggende filosofieën over te nemen.
IA. De materialistische uitleg van de Bijbel is in zoverre
imperialistisch, dat deze het terrein van de exegese in
beslag wil nemen.
N.a.v.: M. Clêvenot, Een materialistische benadering van
de Bijbel, Baarn 1979.
15. Het register trompet op zogenaamde elektronische orgels
stelt veelal geen fluit voor.

Chr„ Fahner

Errata:

p. V, 14

who: whan

p. 7 f 34

intervocally: intervocalically

p. 15, 6

polyitiorphemic: polymorphematic

p. 26, 32

block±ng: blodcading

p. 52, 6

factivity: factuality

p. 136, 10 roots of: roots consists of prefixed roots of
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- VPreface
Looking back to a period of several years - from 1969 to
1973 - of serving as a missionary linguist among the Yali
people of Irian Jaya's Central Highlands, is for me
recalling a great many unusual experiences. One of them was
the study of the Abenaho Yali language, which hitherto had
not been the subject of extensive investigation.
The work included numerous sessions with inforraants, who did
a remarkable job in trying to find out and explain the
intricacies of their language, while changing at least a
part of their pattern of life and devoting lots of time to
the discussion of matters which in former times would not
have been a favourite subject of reflection. The informants
and the many other Yali's who we met during our stay are
remembered with great gratitude.
Among many other people who made our years in Irian unforgettable, our thanks are due to missionaries working in
other parts of the Highlands, who shared with us their
knowledge and problems in talks and fellowship. I am
especially grateful to Myron Bromley, Dave Scoville and
Siegfried Zöllner for their support and co-operation.
The very important help given by the pilots of the Mission
Aviation Fellowship will also remain unforgettable to us;
without their assistance a very great part of missionary and
other endeavours in the Highlands would have been impossible
altogether.
Now that this book, as one of the results of our stay, is
finished, I would like to thank also Ms. A. van de Berktvan der Tang and Ms. A. Swen-Poldervaart, who typed the
manuscript. I 'am greatly indebted to Dr Carol H. Molony who
has been kind enough to weed out the worst errors in the
English text.
Finally, I owe a great debt to my wife, who proved to be
an invaluable companion during our stay in Irian and
thereafter.
Otterlo, March 1979

Chris Fahner
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1^ Introductlon
1.1 The subject and PU£P.2Ü2 2t £££ Ë^HËY.
The following pages offer a comparative morphology of two languages,
spoken in the central Highlands of Irian Jaya, the former West-Irian(i).
Until now the only comparative study which dealt with languages related
to the ones to be described, was a report on "The linguistic relationships af Grand Valley Dani",written "by M. Bromley (2). This study centers upon a language spoken in the Balim Valley, but shows, on lexicostatistical grounds, its relationship with other members of the Dani
language family. Of this Dani language three sub-families can be distinguished, which in their turn can be divided into different dialects(3).
Bromley's study clarifies a good deal of the picture of the geographical
distribution of a group of languages and dialects which are spoken in
the main part of the Central Highlands.(4)
To refine the picture in some respeets, the present study compares the
morphology of two languages which are related on the sub-family level
in Bromley's classification: the Abenaho dialect of the Yali language
and the Mugogo dialect of the Grand Valley Dani language. The latter
dialect was chosen because its morphology was extensively described by
P.A.M, van der Stap OFM, who in his work invited comparison with other
languages (5). Van der Stap himself feit strongly about offering data
for comparison, for he remarked: "To provide future comparative linguïst s with working materials is one of the purposes of the present
description of Dani morphology" (6). Although I disagree with several
of his conclusions, his pioneer work was a major contribution in the
field of the Highland languages.
My re-analysis of some of Van der Stap's data on comparative grounds
which forms part of the present volume, was about finished when Bromley 's thesis on the Mid Grand Valley Dani language saw the light (7)«
Bromley's study, although not focusing on morphological matters,
backed up my reassesment of the Dani materials.
Thus, while information on the Dani language is ample, for the Yali
language no printed material has been available. That is why a great
part of the present study will be devoted to a morphological description of the Yali language, i.e. of its Abenaho dialect in particular.
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Thus, while the central problem in the following pages deals with the
relationship between the Yali and Dani languages in terms of morphology,
each section will, first, contain a description of Yali morphology and
second, compare the results with those obtained by Van der Stap.
Some additional information on the lexicostatistical classification
of both languages and a survey of Yali phonology will precede general
remarks on the concept of the word and other morphological terms in
this study. After this the morphology of nominal categories will be
described, followed by the discussion of verbal categories. The conclusion will summarize the results.

- 33y*2 The lexico-statistical classification of the A"benaho Yali language
The following diagram shows the relationship of some of the languages
and dialects "belonging to the Dani family.

Only some of the above dialects have been described. Those which constitute the Grand Yalley Dani Ïanguage were analyzed phonologically by
Bromley (8); his description mentions six dialects within this Ïanguage.
The Mugogo dialect, however, is not reported therein; this is no problem
as its phonological position can be easily determined (9).
Three Yali languages were reported by Bromley in his study on Dani
Ïanguage relationships: the Ninia Ïanguage, the Kapia Ïanguage and the
Angguruk Ïanguage (1O). Por the purpose of the present study it is sufficient to add one more, the Abenaho Ïanguage, and to state that it is
a member of the Yali - in Bromley's terminology North Bgalik - group
of languages, without going very far into the differences which no
doubt exist between the members of this group (11).
Bromley's lexicostatistical calculations, based on the Swadesh 100
word list with some adjustments, yielded the following results (12 ) :
Angguruk and Ninia share 90 fo of basic vocabulary, Angguruk and Kapia
67 f°* Percentages of cognates with languages outside the Yali subfamily are: Angguruk and Pyramid 60 fo, Angguruk and Mid Grand Valley
61 <fot Kapia and Mid Grand Yalley J6 %> (13).
After filling out the word list for the Abenaho Yali Language, I
calculated the following percentages of cognation: Angguruk and Abenaho share 88 fot Abenaho and Mid Grand Yalley 74 %> Abenaho and Pyramid
65 fo (14 ) . These percentages show the pattern which might be expected
in view of the geographical situation (15)-

- 42 Summary of Yali phonology
2^1. General remarks
As can be seen on the map on pg. XI, the Abenaho valley is the westernmost territory in which the Yali language is spoken. In the adjacent
valleys other languages are used: in the Ilugwa area one finds a language which can be considered a member of the Western Dani sub-family;
it is nearly identical with the Wodlo dialect (16). South of Abenaho,
in the Vadlanggu valley, a Grand Valley Dani dialect is spoken, which
is very similar to the dialect named Lower Kibin by Bromley (17)«
The people of Landikma, also living in the Pass-valley, use a Yali
dialect which is slightly different from the Yali spoken in Abenaho
(18). In the valley east of Abenaho

, one finds another Yali dia-

lect, mentioned as Kapia or Mid-Hablifoeri Dani by Bromley, but more
recently termed Apahapsili after a local name (19)«
Up until recent history, i.e. roughly until the mid sixties, the communities of Landikma and Abenaho were separated by traditional enmity.
The Yali's of Abenaho, however, were connected with the Dani people in
the Ilugwa and Wadlanggu valleys by ties of family and friendship;
there must have been a substantial influence from Dani of Abenaho Yali
because of these relationships. (20). Investigations so far do not indicate that the influence was mutual.
The impact of interlingual contact is observable in both phonology and
morphology. As for phonology, some Dani phones became mixed in with
Yali phonemes in Abenaho; this resulted in a phonological pattern
which is more intricate than the one found in e.g. Angguruk. The Yali
language there apparently could develop in more isolation.
Por the description of Yali phonology we can take as a starting point
the phonological survey of some Dani dialects given by Bromley (21).
One might expect Yali to be a specialization of the hypotheiical
pattern described as Proto-Dani. In fact it is more congruent with
this pattern than are some of the dialects sketched by Bromley (22).
2,2. Practical orthography
Something must be said about the practical orthography which is in
use in the local literacy classes in the Abenaho area and will be
used in the present study to symbolize Yali language. Especially in
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the notation of the stop series, this local orthography departs
considerably from the phonemic picture as sketched below. As Pike
remarked, the presence of a second language which functions as a
trade language can modify the vernacular orthography in such a way
that allophones of phonemes are written down with different characters (23 ) . Por Yali speakers Indonesian is such a second language.
Thus, two main factors have influenced the modification of phonemical
Yali orthography for practical use: first, the desirability of using
characters with a value which is as close as possible to those avai]able in the Indonesian alphabet, and second, the need of facilitating
the process of learning to read for illiterates by admitting into the
practical orthography some phonetic peculiarities which otherwise
would have no impact on the phonemic symbolisation of the language.
That the practical orthography is maintained in this study has its
reasons also. The present writer is familiar with it, as are others
who might consult the study. Besides, the above cited book on Dani
morphology by Van der Stap uses a practical orthography; therefore
using the Yali orthography will facilitate the purpose of comparison
(24). And, after the phonological introduction given in this volume,
linguists will meet no difficulties in recognizing the phonemes
behind the letters.
The following symbols are used in the Abenaho Yali orthography:
2.1 Vowels
_a, _e, jL, _o.» u as in the phonemic orthography.
Diphthongs, when occurring, will be symbolized by a digraph (mainly
ai and a u ) .
2.2 Consonants
_b

: bilabial stop, word initially, intervocalically

JD

: bilabial stop, word finally, medially in clusters

mb
f_

: digraph for bilabial prenasalised stop intervocalically
: bilabial fricative, word initially

dL

: gingival stop, word initially

nd

: prenasalised gingival stop, intervocalically

3:
_t

: gingival stop, intervocalically (24a)
: a) gingival stop, word finally, in clusters
b) aspirate stop/geminate cluster intervocalically
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z sibilant, gingival fricative, word initially, medially

je

t velar stop, all positions

h

: uvular fricative, word initially, intervocalically, in clusters

£

: a) heavy voiced velar stop word initially and medially
b) uvular fricative word finally

ngg : trigraph for prenasalised velar stop intervocalically
_w

: bilabial consonantal vocoid word initially and medially

%

: velar consonantal vocoid word initially and medially

rl

: digraph for gingival implosive

1_

: lateral in all positions

m

: bilabial nasal in all positions

ii

: gingival nasal in all positions

3,3. Points of articulation
As in other Dani languages, consonants in Yali are articulated at
four points. There is however in Yali an important difference: besides the bilabial, gingival and velar articulations found in other
Dani languages, the uvular point is distinguished for Yali.(in this
respect the Angguruk pattern coincides with Abenaho.) On the other
hand, unlike other Dani languages, there is no reason to postulate
for Yali a series of stops with labio-velar articulation as separate
phonemes. Considering the fact that Bromley mentions labio-velar stops
as full phonemes in all the nine patterns which he describes, it is
the more important to state the absence of this series in Yali. To
be sure, velar stops with lip xounding are found occasionally in Abenaho Yali, but, in the present situation, they do not show any contrast with the velar phonemes; consequently they can be assigned as
allophones of the velar series, while their importance is mainly in
the sphere of the idiolect (25). The Abenaho situation in this respect is congruent with Angguruk Yali, where labialisation of velar
stop does not occur at all, as far as I know (26).
2*4* Stops
Present day Yali has one set of stops, occurring at the bilabial,
gingival and velar points of articulation. The stops are distributed

- 7over all word positions, initially, intervocalically, finally and in
clusters.
Prenasalized stops occur also at the above-mentioned points of articulation, but their distribution is restricted to word medial positions
found only between vowels. The prenasalized stops are found mainly in
certain grammatical constructions. Cases of minimal pairs showing
the opposition prenasalized vs. unprenasalized are not many, but are
sufficient to show the contrast. This could indicate the existence of
a latent quality of the stop series, the traces of which have disappeared in most positions. Indeed, some of the Dani dialects mentioned
by Bromley, e.g. Western Dani, have one of the two stop series of the
inferred consonant pattern of Proto Dani fully prenasalized. The prenasalized stops in Yali could be remnants of such a series.
Speaking in terms of phonetics, the Yali stops in some positions i.e.
in initial pcsitions and between vowels, could be styled as voiced,
in other positions i.e. in final position and in clusters as voiceless. The question might be raised however, if there is any relevance
in applying these adjectives as far as Yali phonology is concerned (27).
Within anyone dialect distinctive voicing opposition between stops is
not found, The fact that in one dialect a stop in word initial position has some voicing, e.g. Abenaho, and in another, e.g. in Angguruk
the stop in the same word and position is almost voiceless, demonstrates the basic absence of the opposition as phonemically distinctive (28)
Though this is true for the stop series in general, one exception has
to be made for an interesting stop in the Abenaho dialect. In it, a
heavily voiced velar stop is found, where one would expect the usual
less-voiced one (29)• Because this voiced stop, found in initial and
intervocalic position, has contrastive value, it has to be included as
a separate phoneme. As the phoneme is not found in others^e.g. the Angguruk dialect, one feels inclined to consider the voiced velar stop as
a result of Dani influence from the Balim Valley, the more so because
some of the words showing the stop are recognizable as loan words
from that region (30).
The occurrence of an aspirated gingival stop intervocally raises
something of a problem, because at none of the other points of arti-

- 8culation is a comparable sound heard (31). This aspirated stop, which
figures mainly in some verbal categories, can best be regarded as a
geminate cluster of the usual gingival stop. The same sound occurs in
the word utag; I maintain the same description for it then, although
without morphological explanation in this case.
The following words are meant as illustrations of the phonological
remarks in this chapter. I classify these words by position of the
consonant, i.e. 1. word initially
2. word final
3. word medially, in intervocalic position.
Phoneme:
/b/
1. bak "f orest animal"
2. ap "man"'
3. ebe "body"
/mb/
3. ambol "back"

1. dom "mountain"
2. mot "straight"
3. maren "how much"
/nd/
3.

indi"heart"

3. wituk "to produce"
/k/
1 . kema "where"
2.

ik

"water"

3. bikit "straight"

3. anggen "seed"

cf.notes 32 and 33
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2.5. Fricatives
— — — — = — — s — sr

The stop phoneme series in Yali is paralleled by a somewhat incomplete series of fricatives.
A fricative with bilabial articulation occurs word initially and in
clusters, "but it is not found elsewhere. Prefixed forms, corresponding with words having the initial bilabial fricative, show bilabial
stop instead (34)«
At the uvular point of articulation Yali has a fricative which occurs
pretty consistently in all positions; word initially, intervocalically,
in clusters and word finally. In some positions e.g. word initiaXLy,
slight occlusion can be observed, although the fricative character
of the phoneme is not lost. The same can be said of the phoneme in
word final position; nevertheless it will be clear that there is no
neutralisation of this fricative with the velar stop (35)•
Compared with the bilabial and uvular fricatives, the sibilant can be
considered as their gingival equivalent. It is found word-initially,
intervocalically and in clusters. In these positions it is contrastive with the gingival stop in the Abenaho dialect; cognates of words
showing sibilant in Abenaho often have an aspirated gingival stop in
Angguruk, however (36). Besides, one finds sibilant alternating with
dental stop in some morphological categories in the Abenaho dialect
(37)« In se-veral Dani dialects the sibilant is an allophone of the
gingival stop and is not contrastive with the flap (38)^ But, as said,
in the Abenaho dialect sibilant is contrastive with the stop; this is
a sufficient reason to include it as a separate phoneme (39)«
Examples

1 . sum

"net"

2. wasup "saliva"

3. anggen ''seed'1
/h/
1 . hali "banana"
2. kulog"male animal"
3. yoho "today"
/f/
1 . f ohot "peace"

- 10 2.6. Other_consonantal_£honemes
Whereas the stops and fricatives in Yali, especially in the Abenaho
dialect, constitute a rather intricate pattern, the description of
other consonantal phonemes does not cause great difficulties (40).
Nasal phoneaes are found at the Mlabial and gingival points of
articulation; they occur without distributional restrictions. The
velar nasal is found sometimes, in positions however, where other
Yali speakers use the gingival nasal; as such the velar nasal has on3y idiolectical importance. The velar nasal is also found preceding
the velar stop; in that case, however, the apparent cluster can be
considered as one separate phoneme, i.e. the prenasalized velar
stop (41)The lateral in Yali occurs in all positions.
In the Abenaho Yali a gingival implosive is found; this phoneme
occurs only in word medial position and is contrastive with the
lateral (42). Since the gingival implosive does not occur in other
Yali dialects, as far as I know, at least not in Angguruk, its presence in Abenaho can be understood as a result of the peculiar geographic situation of the Abenaho area; in both adjacent Dani dialects
the gingival implosive is a full phoneme (43)• Other ev idence that
the implosive in Abenaho is apparently borrowed from Dani is the
occurence of certain words in which the gingival stop freely alternates with the implosive (44).
Consonantal vocoids with bilabial and gingival articulation are
found in Yali as in all Dani dialects described by Bromley (45)• They
occur mainly in word initial and intervocalic position.
Exanrples

/m/

/£/

1. man "grindstone"

1 . rlanggopma "former compound"

2. bim "kind of sweet potato"
3. limu "prairie"

3« irlilmu

/n/
1., 2. neken "asM
3.
nenek "crazy"
A/
1.,2. lil "dew"
3.
olohot "face11

''hidden place"

/^/
1. yatma "far"
3. eyabuk "his garden'
. .
1. wene "story"
3» awen "his garden-bed"

- 11 2.7. Vowels
The vowel pattern of Abenaho Yali is similar to that of the Dani
dialects spoken in the Wodlo and Upper Hablifuri valleys (46); this
means that it consists of five vowels. In this respect the Abenaho
dialect deviates from the seven vowel pattern as described for most
Dani dialects and also for other Yali dialects; in Angguruk seven

vowels are found.
In some words diphthongs occur, but in only a very few cases. Like
other less-frequent phonological features, diphthongs can best be
considered results of contacts with Dani speaking communities (47).
Examples of words illustrating vowel distribution, are contained
in the listegiven above. More examples showing the distribution of
consonants as well as vowels, can be found in Appendix III.
2.8. 5iagï§m_showing_the_p_honemes_of_Abenaho_Yali_in_retrospect
The above given survey ofAbenaho Yali phonology may bepresented
in the following diagram.
Vowels (as in Wodlo valley Dani) (48)
Tongue height

Tongue

position

Front, unrounded

+

lip shape

Central

Back, rounded

i
e

High

Mid

u
0

Low

a
Consonants

Manner of
articulation

bilabial

Point of articulation
gingival
velar

b

d

prenasalized stop

mb

nd

aspirated stop

(p)
f

stop

fricative
nasal

m

s
n

b

lateral

1

w

k/g
ng

t

implosive

consonantal vocoid

uvular

h
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2.9« Consonant_clusters_
The occurence of consonant clusters is illustrated in the following lists. The examples given do not indicate, however,that the
clusters in fact are not found very frequently, as proven by check
on a number of words. An examination of a large number of words demonstrated cluster infrequency as follows. The words examined did
not include words which have primary word stress on a syllable
other than the final one, or members of any of the morphological
categories, discussed in this study. Of the words, about 13 $ were
monosyllabic. A count of the word-medial clusters and single consonant s found in the remaining polysyllabic words yielded that out
of each twelve word-medial positions only one was filled by a cluster.
This ratio of 1 : 11 means that on a average in seven different polysyllabic words (the words restricted in the sense, given above),
one cluster can be found, over against eleven intervocalic single
consonants; these figures presuppose that there are about seven intervocalic positions in four different words.
The list»of clusters given below are based on a word list of about
1600 words, which include verb roots and some words with primary
stress on a syllable other than final. Some conceivable clusters
were not found in the mentioned list; of course this does not necessarily mean that such a cluster is totally absent in the Abenaho language, although I do not think that there is much chance to meet one.
As words showing examples of clusters only those are given which do
not have primary stress on the syllable immediately preceding the
cluster in question. Polymorphematic words which are members of a
morphological category described in this book are followed by the
mark (c). Clusters consisting of a consonant preceded or followed
by one of the semi-vowels w or ^ were found only rarely and then only

one or two times in a reduplicated word. Consequently, the fol-

lowing lists offer examples of combinations of only the following
phonemes:

b^, ^d, Ie, f_, js, h, _!, m, ri.

- 13 Clusters with /b/ as first phoneme.
Not f ound were /bd/ and/bk/j/bj/ occurs only following a stressed syllable
in words which are members of the causative voice category (cf. ch.6.7)
/bs/ sipsip

"a kind of banana"

/bh/ duphe

"idemv

/bl/ aliplip

' itch"

aluplup

"scratch"

ahaplie

"kinship term"

haplanggen " heavy rain"
saplit

"cover"

/ bui/ alepma ( c ) "upper s i d e of garden-bed"
apma
( c ) lt below"
/ bn/ supnig ( c ) ''hanging 11

gagna

"trap"

Clusters with /&/ as first phoneme.
Not f ound was /df/; in the Angguruk dialect it was f ound in some
third person past tense forms: atfag, watfag; Abenaho cognates have
_p_ instead of tf.
/ db/ bitpituhum 'a kind of bird"
/ dk/ sutke

"a kind of sweet potato"

watke

"grass on roof of house"

sitkum

"a kind of mushroom"

abitke

"place without paths''

/ ds/ abutse

"not heavy1'

abit-soho(c) ''totally"
wat-saruk (c) 'to hurt oneself"

/dh/ ahathet

"heath"

/ d j / atlo

"dislike"

/dm/ ambutmu (c) "place, towards water flows"
amitmit
/dn/ yitna
dimbatnue

"mass-yelling"
'toof frame"
"a kind of forest animal"

(instead of _tn in some Angguruk forms, Abenaho has j3m, e.g.
watnygyn vs. wapmihin etc.)

- 14 Clusters with /k/ as first phoneme.
Not found was / k l /
/kb/ bukpuk
/kd/ arluktuk
inggikteg
/kf / ukfu
/ k s / iksaru

"upright"
""back part of skull*
"a kind of bird"
"magie to cure illness'1
"kind of ulcer"

dohuksep-fV'to put out one's eyes"
/kh/ bakhele
''kind of ulcer"
/km/ silukmu
mikmaline
/kn/ sinuknuk

"place, not near the fire"
"a kind of birdH
(i

a bit crazy"

Clusters with /f_/ or / sf as first phoneme were not found.
Clusters with /h/ as first phoneme.
Not found were /hb/ and / hdj.
/hk/ werehka

"to the place, where somebody is11

/hf/ fohfog

H o whisper"

wiyahfut
/hs/ bahsele

"maize1'
"cooking pit"

fanggohsep-fV (c) 'to push near"
/hl/ ahla

''interior body1'

/hm/ ahmu

'ipity1'

/hn/ sahno

"garden fire"

mahno

i'remaining part of wall*1

Clusters with /1_/ as first phoneme.
Not found was /!#.
/lb/ delpolangge "drop"
ambulpul
/lt/ holtung

"f lame ( s)"
"hacking cough"

Some forms of root final 1_ verbs show this cluster;
e.g. balte (c), baltihip (c).
/Ik / abelka
bilkoko

*'a kind of sweet potato^
"truly"

- 15 /lf/

lelfik

"a kind of birdH

/Is/

holsep-fV (c)

'to make moist"

/ l h / ilhie

"wild"

eamalhe

'•kinship term
Following a sressed syllable this cluster is
found in polymorphsmic words which are members
of compound and composite categories, e.g.
wal-haruk (c), bal-hihi (c)

/ lm/ ahelma (c)

''beside the house"

amolmol

non a heap"

yalme

'ia kind of bird"

valmaha

"to help"

Clusters with

/m/ as first phoneme.

Not found were /md^, /mk/, /mf/ and/mh.X Whenever it occurred,/mb/was
interpreted as the prenasalized bilabial stop phoneme.
/££/ ^EPS§êE~£ï. (c) to put on a heap
Pollowing a stressed syllable this cluster is
found in members of several categories, e.g.
ahum-soho,''with a filled belly'J

wim-sV, "to

make war"etc.
/ml / ahumla
amloho
/mn / alomnangge

"pregnant"
"son"
'theft"

elamna

"provisional

maramne

"when11

Clusters with/ n. /as first phoneme.
Not found were /rob/ and / nf/ Whenever /nd/or / ngk/ occurred, they
were interpreted as the prenasalized dental or velar stop.
Ais / sensen

''noise, made by people'
Pollowing a stressed syllable this cluster is
found in members of compound categories, e.g.
subun-sa (c) "to put one's net on"
seleben-sV (c)''to sew"
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/ nh /

Following a stressed syllable this cluster is
found in members of compound categories, e.g.
sen-ha (c)

H o hold" etc.

/ nl/ fonlo

"a kind of sugar-cane"

/ nu/ anduhunmu (c)

"above"

wahenma (c)

"after you came"

The list»of clusters above justify the following conclusions:
1. Phonemes which do not occur word-finally are also not found as
the first consonant in a cluster.
2. Some clusters are found only in members of special morphological
categories described in this study; for instance clusters are found
at the juncture of word-base and morpheme (the question if the two
are separated by primary accent on the base final syllable is of
little relevance here), and consist of the word-base final phoneme
and the morpheme initial phoneme.
3. Other clusters are found in words which in the past were apparently formed as a result of some process of reduplication (cf. note 129)»
or in words, composed of two other, still recognijzable, words
(e.g. ukfu,''magie to cure illness', cp. uk "sickness" and fu "magieal
blowing; eamalhe, ' kinship term', cp. eamal'kinship term" and he
'woman).
4. The occurrence of clusters apart from the cases mentioned in numbers 2 and 3 above is very limited; an etymological approach, if
possible, probably would reveal their origin as well to be a result of composition.
2

*10

Word_accent

Anticipating the discussion of the use of the term "word" in Yali
linguistics, I mention the occurrence of the accent as an important
phonological feature; it functions as a major marker of the border
between words. Although it is not necessary for the purpose of the
present study to go very far into the subject of accent, some statements concerning it must be made, especially as the accent can be a
guide in morphological analysis.

- 17 In Yali as well as in Dani, the accent

is realized by "upgliding

pitch and/or increased loudness" (49)• Polysyllabic words which are
monomorphemic have one word accent, resting on the final syllable.
The same is the case with words which in terms of morphology contain
a suffix (50). In the morphology of compound and composite verbs,
however, we frequently meet forms where the accent is not on the final
syllable of the form, but on the final syllable of its first component;
sometimes this primary word accent is accompanied by a secondary accent
on the word-final syllable (51). One could raise the question of
w/ether these forms would not better be considered as two words. The
answer should be negative, because besides the fact that this would
furnish us with extra-systematical unstressed "words", the forms under discussion are inseparable, i.e. their composing parts cannot be
isolated by the insertion of other words.
Also with the compound and composite verb forms and cliticized words,
the accent consequently is a border marker, but in these cases not
of the word final syllable but of the final syllable of the first of
the composing parts. As to the notation of accent, in the present
study it will be symbolized by a hyphen following the stressed syllable in the case of compound verb forms; in all other cases the
accent will not be marked (52).
Recognition of the accent as a feature with border-marking characteristics can help us in straightening out intricate morphological patterns; in this respect it does not matter if Yali or Dani is the subject of investigation, because both languages agree as to the placement of stress (55)»
It is with the importance of accent in mind that Bromley, while
stating some differences in phonological approach between his and Van
der Stap's description of the Dani language, mentions as a crucial one:
"his (i.e. Van der Stap's, F) omission of any notation of the juncture
between fully-stressed word nuclei and clitics which are stressed or
have suppressed stress" (54)»
In the description of several morphological categories, I will refer
back to the accent as a guide in morphological analysis (55)»
2.11. The_ghonolog_y_of_Abenaho_Yali_and_Mugogo_Dani
The synopsis given by Van der Stap (56) of phonemes found in Mugogo
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Dani gives rise to the following comments on the differences between
the two languages as far as phonology concerns (57)s
1. The Mugogo language has seven vowels like most other Dani languages } Yali cognates of words, showing the respectively front or
back high open vowels £ or v in the Mugogo languages, generally
•have _! or u instead:
Dani

Yali

akvn

ahun

byggon

binggon "Jew's harp"

saly

sali

mogat

monggat "soul, spirit'

"husband1'

"girl' s skirt"

2. The prenasalized stops, found in Yali, are missing in Mugogo Dani;
the normal stops are found instead:
Jani

Yali

ugul

unggul "head"

egal

enggal 'nonsense"

byge

binggi "stone-dead"

modok

mondog "very" (adv.)
nambi

3.

'my louse"

The bilabial implosive is missing in Yali:
Dani

Yali

elabpo

elabo

"youngest child"

4. Instead of the Yali uvular fricative, we find in Dani cognates
either the "voiceless continuant"

h

or the stop/fricative

k_;

this last one, by the way, is intervocalically realized as a
voiced velar fricative:
Dani

Yali

•MMBMP

nokoe yluk

noholug

having slept'

halok

halug

"if"

leket

lehet

"fence"

hotok

horog

"near"

5. G-lottal stop, treated as a phoneme in Mugogo, although "its phonemic status as yet is uncertain" (58) does not occur in Abenaho
Yali; in cognate words the usual Yali stops or fricatives are found

- 19 instead of glottal stop; also in Dani glottal stop sometimes
alternates with the other stops:
Dani

Yali

so'le, sokle, sotle

sohole

"smoke"

na'yt, napit

nambit

"my dislike'

Noteworthy, finally, is the often-noticed absence of word final
consonant in Dani words, where Yali cognates have one (59)•
Jani

Yali

su

stun

"net"

akho

anggom

"his pig1'

i

ik

u

hidv

hondok

"fire wood'

negi

ninggik

"my hand"

nelu

niluk

"my knowledge1'

water"

The differences noted here will show up again in the description of several morphological categories; besides, more items
illustrating them, can be found in the adapted 100 word list,
which figures as Appendix I at the end of this study.
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3. The morphology of non verbal categories
3.1 Morghological_terms
As I have mentioned insection 2.10, the accent is the phonological
criterion in Yali for defining "word". To handle the term "word"
and others, Van der Stap gives some definitions, adopted from J.C.
Anceaux's description of the Nimboran Language (60 ) . They are applicable as well to the Yali language.
A word is defined as "the smallest independent meaningfull unit in
a language, characterized by 1

a fixed form, connected with a

meaning, and 2° isolability"(61).
Isolability here also implies inseparability of the elements of a
word by the insertion of other words.
In morphology, words are grouped together in categories; a category is "a group of words with a partial similarity in their forms
and with a common element in their meaning and/or a certain syntactic
valence, whereas each of these words can be opposed to one or more
other words from which they are differentiated by precisely the same
formal and semantic element and/or a difference in syntactic valence11
(62). The formal feature marking members of a morphological category
is called a "morpheme"; this term is also used for what is often
called the basic alternant, i.e. the most common phonemic realisation of a morpheme.
The term "categorie meaning" is used for the semantic feature common
to all members of a category, which corresponds with the morpheme.
The following example shows some Yali forms, all of which are members of a category.
baltikin

"you (ps) cut"

yatikin

"you planted"

belaptikin

"you put down"

kikiltikin

"you strewed"

wiliptikin

"you went out"

The partial similarity in these forms can be easily reecgnised:
the element tikin, which apparently indicates that 2 ps did some-

- 21 thing in the past.
The above forms can be opposed to other forms, from which they are
differentiated by the same formal element:
baltikinteg

"you (s) cut, and then you

"

yatikinteg

''you. planted, and then you

"

belaptikinteg

"you put down, and then you...."

kililtikinteg

(

wiliptikinteg

'<you went out, and then you ..."

iyou strewed, and then you ....''

In this serr.es the element teg apparently is the formal feature
marking members of a category; the categorie meaning seems to be
the information that the form marked by teg is preceding another
form, the subject of which is the same.
In these examples the two categories mentioned are not mutually
exclusive; the categories then are of the same order. The categories of ch. 4*3 in the present study are of the same order, except
for those showing third order morphemes.
In the following pages there are many examples of words which exhibit the same meaning and/or syntactic valence as other members of
a category, but do not show an identical morpheme in the sense of
basic alternant; the corresponding formal feature in those cases
will be called an "allomorph".
Besides the already mentioned series of words, others can be found
which are members of different morphological categories, but corresponding with each other in form and meaning: e.g.
baltikin

''yov. (s) cut"

baloko

''cut (adv.)

baleg

''cut (adj.)"

bal-isarisi

''he cut for them1'

bal-inaptisi

"he cut them"

etc.
A series like this is labelled "morphological set"; "the corresponding formal feature being called root, and the corresponding seman-
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tic feature being called lexical meaning" (65). In the example given
the root of the set apparently is bal; the lexical meaning "to cut".
A phenomenon resembling the occurence of allomorphs, is the appearence of the suppletive root within a set; that feature comes up when
in some categories one root is found, while in others of the same set
i.e. with the same lexical meaning, another dissimilar root occurs.
The main focus in the comparison of the morphology of Yali and Dani
will be on the recognition of identical categories in both languages.
Identity here means that both formal and semantic features are similar. However, in the same way as allomorphs are found within one language, the semantic similarity of two categories each found in one of
the two languages can be obvious, whilst the formal features are
slightly or totally dissimilar; I will use the term "allomorph" in
those cases also.

3.1.1 3?bs texPL "^sisgagL! 1 ij? "Ba^xL ^Jf&Si^L 1 1
As stated, Van der Stap uses the same terms in his description of
Dani as I propose to do. However, except for the plain notion of
category, he also confronts us with "secondary", "tertiary" and
"pseudo-tertiary" categories. Parts D-P of his book are devoted to
the analysis of "secondary" and "tertiary" categories. The reasons
for the use of this terminology are explained as follows: "Often when
a verb-form contains an o"b ject-morpheme, the tense and aspect-categories described in Parts A and B (for briefness' sake we will call
them henceforward: "normal" or "primary" categories), are blocked
by other categories. These "other categories" are called here
"secondary" because they never occur (save in a handful of verbs to
be treated later) in objectless verbs, but always in the train of
voice-morphemes" (64).
Two objections can be made to this presentation of the facts. In
the first place, the "tense and aspect-categories" are not 'blocked
by other categories" in the forms described, if we at least maintain
the definition of category; but instead of the formal features described by Van der Stap in his parts A and B as characteristics of
the various categories, slightly different formal features are
found in the form described in his parts D-F, whereas the semantic
characteristics are the same as those of comparable categories

